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MASSEY FERGUSON 
ORIGINAL
Classic clothing designs in a variety of colours 
available for both men and women. Made from 
high quality materials, giving great comfort in 
both the work and leisure environment.

ADULT BOBBLE HAT

GREY CAP

BLACK CAP

MENS TYRES T-SHIRT

MEN’S PULLOVER WITH BAND COLLAR

High quality adult’s bobble hat with  removable pom-pom.
X993312202000

Grey mixed fabric cap. MF logo print on the front, two-tone badge, laser cut 
and size-adjustable snap closure on the back.
X993312206000

Black cap with thermal printed MF logo on the front. Woven 
MF logo on the side, adjustable Velcro fastener on the back.
X993232201000

Black single jersey T-shirt with round neck and contrasting colours on the 
collar and sleeves, printed with tyre marks.

Fine knitwear pullover made of soft but robust cotton yarn with banded 
collar, zip fastener and inserts on the side and shoulder.

S X993412202000

M X993412202100

L X993412202200

S X993312210000

M X993312210100

L X993312210200

XL X993412202300

XXL X993412202400

XXXL X993412202500

XL X993312210300

XXL X993312210400

XXXL X993312210500
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MEN’S QUILTED JACKET

MEN’S BLACK POLO

MEN’S GREY PADDED VEST

WOMEN’S QUILTED JACKET

Sporting fit lightweight quilted polyester jacket for men. 

Black cotton piqué polo shirt with three-button placket and high quality 
embroidered MF logo on the chest.  

Black and grey men’s padded  jacket is made from 100% nylon fabric with 
100% polyester padding. The zip is black with contrasted teeth in red. 

Sporting fit lightweight quilted polyester jacket for women.

S X993312212000

M X993312212100

L X993312212200

S X993412203000

M X993412203100

L X993412203200

S X993322215000

M X993322215100

L X993322215200

S X993312211000

M X993312211100

L X993312211200

XL X993312212300

XXL X993312212400

XXXL X993312212500

XL X993412203300

XXL X993412203400

XXXL X993412203500

XL X993322215300

XXL X993322215400

XXXL X993322215500

XL X993312211300

XXL X993312211400

MEN’S GREY FLEECE
Men’s hoodless fleece jacket is made of a 
polyester and fleece blend. It has asymmetric 
inserts in a contrasting fabric. 

S X993322213000

M X993322213100

L X993322213200

XL X993322213300

XXL X993322213400

XXXL X993322213500
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MASSEY FERGUSON 
LEISURE
Clothing ideally suited for hiking, working 
outdoors or for daily sporting activities. Made from 
lightweight and breathable functional material.

LADIES SPORT T-SHIRT 
Women’s sports shirt made of sweat-absorbing material. 
It has a slim fit and a very feminine design.

XS X993412214000

S X993412214100

M X993412214200

L X993412214300

XL X993412214400

XXL X993412214500

WINDBREAKER UNISEX

MEN’S TRECKING GREY T-SHIRT

Unisex windbreaker made from lightweight  micro polyester. This lightweight 
 waterproof jacket is easy to store thanks to the space-saving  jacket bag. 

T-shirt from the MF Outdoor  collection provides optimal comfort. The 
anti-bacterial fabric, made of 50 % cotton and 50 %  polyester, is  breathable 
and moisture-repellent.

XS X993322209600

S X993322209000

M X993322209100

S X993322101000

M X993322101100

L X993322101200

L X993322209200

XL X993322209300

XXL X993322209400

XL X993322101300

XXL X993322101400

XXXL X993322101500
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WORKWEAR
Practical, comfortable and easy to maintain work 
clothes. Suitable for all working environments.

BLACK AND RED BIB AND BRACE

WORK TROUSERS, S COLLECTION

Comfortable and durable work dungarees with contrasting inserts. The dungarees have rounded side pockets, a large 
bib pocket with hook-and-pile fastener and pen holders pockets on the sides, one hip pocket with hook-and-pile 
fastener, a thigh pocket with patch bellows and hook-and-pile fastener and a ruler pocket. The trousers come with pre-
formed knees with kneepad holder on the inside, which are closed with a hookand-pile fastener. 

Comfortable and durable work trousers with contrast piping. The trousers have a bellow patch 
pocket with flap and hook-and-loop fastener, a ruler pocket and two back pockets. 

XS X993452206000

S X993452206100

M X993452206200

L X993452206300

XL X993452206400

XXL X993452206500

XXXL X993452206600

54 X993482206054

56 X993482206056

58 X993482206058

60 X993482206060

62 X993482206062

46 X993482206046

48 X993482206048

50 X993482206050

52 X993482206052
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WORK JACKET, S COLLECTION
Comfortable and durable work jacket with contrast piping. The 
jacket has a concealed zip with hook-and-loop fastener, side 
pockets with hook-and-loop fasteners, a pen pocket and an 
inside mobile phone pocket with hook-and-loop fastener. For 
 optimum comfort, there are movement pleats, an elasticated 
waistband and adjustable arm cuffs. 

XS X993482205000

S X993482205100

M X993482205200

L X993482205300

XL X993482205400

XXL X993482205500

XXXL X993482205600



TOYS
Children’s toys for every age group. 
Fun, joy and creativity are the key 
words here.

MF 5612 PLAYSET 1:32

MF 6718 S SCALE MODEL

MF 7624 SCALE 1:16

This MF 5612 tractor set includes a steering wheel, wide tyres and a rear hitch for tow-
ing a wide range of trailers and accessories. The set also includes cows, pigs, sheep and 
chickens. The tractor is made of metal and the other accessories are made of moulded 
plastic. Suitable for young farmers aged 3-8 years.
X993111843205

The MF 6718 S children’s model is the perfect way to build 
your farming world with our other tractors, vehicles, imple-
ments and accessories. It features a hitch compatible with 
other 1:32 scale trailers and a removable cab, implements 
and accessories. Suitable for children from 3 years old.
X993111943235

The model has all the features of a real tractor: a fully glazed 
cab as well as doors and a bonnet that can be opened. The 
steering is imitated by means of a control bar mounted on the 
roof of the tractor. The floating axle for off-roading ensures bet-
ter manoeuvrability and the removable front weight and receiver 
on the front loader make this tractor a real favourite toy.
X993060046000

MF 7624 WITH FRONT LOADER SCALE 1:16

1:16 MF 6613 TRACTOR

This tractor model has the same equipment as the basic model MF 7480 and an 
additional tipping trailer. The trailer is equipped with a grain slide and support legs 
for better stability, when the trailer is tilted, the tailgate opens.  Suitable for young 
farmers aged 3-8 years.
X993060045000

The Britains Big Farm Massey Ferguson 6613 tractor has a large number 
of moving parts and features realistic lights and sounds. The cab is remov-
able and the bonnet opens to reveal great detail on the engine. There is a 
height-adjustable rear hitch, working cab and lights, and realistic engine and 
reversing sounds. Compatible with all Britains Big Farm toys. Suitable for 
young farmers aged 3-8 years.
X993110430780

MF 7624 WITH FRONT LOADER SCALE 1:16
MF 7624 with front loader for the children.  Suitable 
for young farmers aged 3-8 years.
X993060047000
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HAPPY FARMHOUSE

HAPPY TRACTOR

TOY MF 8740S 10CM 

TOY MF 8740S 10CM WITH BALER MOTORIZED

The farm play set consists of a folding house, a barn, a tractor garage and a hayloft 
with a ramp, as well as a tractor, animals and a bale of hay. Animal and vehicle noises 
or music complete the adventure game with all the senses. Exciting details, such as the 
movable roller in the roof with time display.
X993250011000

A happy MF design featuring free wheel movement. 
Recommended age from 12 months. Length: 25 cm
X993170001500

This toy includes a removable top, rubber tyres and a  motorised 
push-and-go function that brings the tractor to life. Length | 10 cm. 
Suitable for children aged three years and up.
X993222102000

TOY MF 8740S 10CM WITH TIPPING TRAILER MOTORIZED

TOY MF 8740S 10 CM WITH TREE 
FORWARDER MOTORIZED

MF 6S _ 180

This set includes a 10cm tractor with removable top, rubber tyres and 
motorised push-and-go function. Also included is a working  trailer that can 
be hitched to the tractor and tipped upwards to  unload the contents. Length 
| 23 cm. Suitable for children aged three years and up.
X993222104000

This set includes a 10cm tractor with removable top, rubber 
tyres and motorised push-and-go function. It also includes a 
working timber loader with crane that can be attached to the 
tractor, and three logs. Length | 28 cm. Suitable for children 
aged three years and up.
X993222103000

The MF 6S is now available as a toy created by TOMY. 
X993112243316

This set includes a 10 cm tractor with a removable roof, rubber tyres 
and a motorised push-and-go function. It also includes a realistic mast 
lift that can be attached to the tractor. Length: 25 cm. Suitable for 
children aged three years and over.
X993222105000
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MF 6616 WITH FRONT LOADER | 1:32
The Britains Massey Ferguson 6616 Tractor an au-
thentic 1:32 replica with tonnes of play value. Su-
perbly detailed, visible hydraulics raise and lower the 
front loader with the bucket able to tip independently.  
It also includes two further interchangeable accesso-
ries plus big tread tyres and working steering wheel. 
Tow hitch is compatible with other 1:32 scale authen-
tic replica plastic farm vehicles and machinery. Made 
of die cast metal and precision moulded, durable 
plastic. Suitable 3 years +
X993110430820



RIDE ON TOYS
Off on a children’s adventure! Here you
will find a large selection of go-karts,
step-on tractors and accessories.

MF 5470 RIDE ON TRACTOR, ROLLYMINITRAC

PEDAL TRACTOR, MF 7726

ROLLY KID LITTLE GREY FERGIE

PEDAL TRACTOR, MF 7726 WITH ROLLYTRAC FRONT LOADER

TRAILER FOR MF PEDAL TRACTOR

MF HALFPIPE TRAILER 

This ride on toy inspired by the famous MF 5470 tractor will become the best 
partner of your toddler. Solid and light, its fun features: horn, opening bonnet 
(with storage), steerable steering wheel will amuse your toddler and the 
specific ergonomics of its seat, which has a place to put the knee and move 
forward with the other leg while keeping a perfect stability will help him in the 
acquisition of his autonomy. Suitable for children from 1.5 to 4 years old.
X993070132331

A faithful replica of the MF 7726 tractor, this pedal tractor is designed 
for children from approx. 3 to 8 years. It is resistant to rain, mud and 
snow and will provide hours of fun to your child. Its directional steering 
wheel, as well as its adjustable chain tension and quiet tires makes 
it solid and easy to handle. Its opening bonnet allows little mechanics 
to check on the engine and its adjustable seat will adapt to their 
morphology to maximize comfort. Suitable for children from 3 to 8 
years old
X993070601158

This is a fantastic replica of the iconic Little Grey Fergie Tractor. Made from durable 
plastic and featuring a trailer. Suitable for children aged over 2.5 years old.
X993070612000

A faithful replica of the MF 7726 tractor with front loader, this pedal tractor is 
designed for children aged approximately 3 to 8 years.
X993070611133

With its manual tilting function and simple axle, this 
trailer will allow your farmer or budding gardener to 
transport all sorts of things.Suitable for children aged 
over 2.5 years old.
X993070129027

This large capacity tipper is ideal for transporting all kinds of things. 
Carrying heavy loads is very easy thanks to its twin axle, which makes it 
extremely stable. No difficulty in unloading either, as it has fully function-
al tilting by lift and crank. For children from 3 to 10 years
X993070125142
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MEGA TRAILER FOR MF PEDAL TRACTOR ROLLY FARM TRAILER 

TANKER SILVER WITH PUMP FOR MF PEDAL TRACTOR

This trailer offers a large load capacity, which will allow your child to carry everything in its 
path! It has a tilting function that can be activated with the tipping bracket and also has a 
folding rear side panel.
It is equipped with 4 large wheels that ensure good stability when loading and driving! Age: 
from 3 to 10 years old.
X993070123001

This nice red and silver trailer will allow your little farmer or little 
gardener to carry all sorts of things: sand, topsoil, leaves, wood, 
stones. Age: from 3 to 10 years old.
X993070122097

Fully functional silver-grey tank is the ideal accessory to be added to 
your child’s pedal tractor and give your child even more opportunities 
to play! Age: from 3 to 10 years old.
X993070122776

COLLECTABLES
True scale models of your favourite tractors, most of 
them on a 1:32 scale. The models are made from high 
quality materials, with significant attention to detail. For 
gifting or simply a treat for yourself – all fans of the brand 
will find something here.
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MF 8S.265 1:32 MF LUNAR CONCEPT 1:32

MF 8250 XTRA 1:32

MF 188 2X4 1:32

MF 135 WITHOUT CAB 1:32

TEA 20 SCALE 1:32

MF IDEAL 9T WITH POWERFLOW 1:32

MF 7726 S 1:32 MF 5S 1:32

MF 3080,  1:32

TEA 20 1:16

MF 8740S 1:32

MF 65 1.32

The latest model in the Massey Ferguson series, the MF 8S.265, has a completely 
new design with a bracket on the engine bonnet and a large cab that is reminis-
cent of the MF 2700 series. The miniature contains all the features of the famed 
model right down to the smallest detail, including the interiors and removable 
outside mirrors.
X993041206262

With the MF Lunar concept, Massey Ferguson presented its vision for the fu-
ture at Agritechnica 2019. The concept gives a taste of the design of future 
models in the range and pays tribute to the 50th anniversary of the first 
man on the moon. The MF Lunar concept will change the way people think 
about tractors. This exclusive miniature replicates the original model with its 
pearlescent white paintwork and gold cab windows, LED lighting, innovative 
wheel design and fairing. A first in the world of miniatures.
X993041206279

The Massey Ferguson 8250 Xtra is an exact replica of the most popular 
model in the MF 8200 range, which was launched in 2002. This miniature 
shows all the details and specifications of the original, as well as the fol-
lowing features : Realistic rear hitch, swivel wheels, detailed interior, it also 
features the front 3-point hitch. 
X993041906257

The MF 188, manufactured between 1972 and 1976, is a 4-cylinder tractor ideally 
suited to medium and large farm conditions. It has an eight-speed front and two-
speed rear transmission. It also has new front tyres and a new seat! This MF188 
2x4 1:32 scale model will delight the enthusiast!
X993182101000

Re-edition: Introduced in 1964 and produced until 1975, the 100 Series model 
succeeded the legendary Massey Ferguson 35 and introduced the new angular 
bonnet. It was sold in almost every country in the world. 
X993040278500

The Ferguson TEA 20 nicknamed “ Fergie” is the most famous tractor worldwide 
with over half a million units produced between 1946 and 1956. Features include: 
Ferguson badge on grill and a front hood that opens to reveal all engine details. It 
also includes a realistic rear coupling system.
X993040418900

This new model of the Ideal 9T with “Power flow” on a scale of 1:32 has all 
the details of the original: grain tank with realistic opening, movable rear 
ladder, rear hitch for attaching the running gear, movable front cab ladder, 
improved grain outlet, TrakRide and steered rear wheels. 
X993031901000

What better tractor to reproduce in scale, than the successor of the multi-award 
winning MF 7600 Series? The updated hood features a new MF lightbar with 
signature ‘S’, with the MF triple triangle still in pride of place. A front weight, new 
outside mirrors, and GPS antenna complete the high level of detail on this greatly 
anticipated replica.
X993041805304

The new Massey Ferguson 5 Series tractor features the new MF design, introduced 
on the popular 8S and recognisable by its grey ‘SABRE’ stripe. This replica of that 
model has all the details that made the original so successful. The engine bonnet 
has a sharp, descending shape and the headlights are banded. The front and rear 
3-point hitches are functional, as are the steering and the mirrors are removable. 
The new cab is very detailed and the dials are present on the dashboard, the 
armrest groups all the controls and the levers and screens are also present. 
X993042106304

Re-edition: The MF 3080, of which more than 11,000 tractors were produced 
between 1986 and 1992, was the first “smart” tractor to feature on-board 
electronics with Autotronic and Datatronic systems. The Datatronic version shown 
here is equipped with four-wheel  drive, complete with finely reproduced rims, 
wheels, front axle and drive shaft. The steering is functional, as is the three-point 
linkage. The perforated steps are finely engraved, and inside the cab you can see 
all the levers, dials, pedals and the MF logo on the steering wheel. The rails, mirror 
supports and additional lights are painted. 
X993040292000

A detailed model of the popular Ferguson tractor in 1:16 scale. Between 1946 
and 1956, over half a million TEA20s were produced. They affectionately became 
known as the Little Grey Fergies. 
X993040269000

The MF 8740S is the ultimate and most powerful top-of-the-line model in the 
Massey Ferguson range. This new version offers all the new specifications of 
the Stage V model launched in 2019: exhaust system, tanks, ladders, handrails, 
lighting brackets, as well as the interior layout of the cab.
X993041906216

The MF 65, inspired by American tractors, was produced in France from 1960 
and is one of the most popular tractors in the range along with the MF 35. It 
is equipped with a Perkins A4.203 engine, double disc clutch, 6 forward and 2 
reverse gears making it a high performance tractor. This faithful miniature will 
complete the collection of the Massey Ferguson faithful!
X993042206269
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AGCO Australia reserves the right to make improvements in design and changes in specifications at any time without notice and 
without incurring any obligation to install them on units previously sold. The specifications, descriptions and illustrative material 
contained herein are as accurate as known at time of publication, but are subject to change without notice. Illustrations utilized 
may also include optional equipment and accessories not contained within the item number listed.

Genuine Parts. Genuine Service. Genuine Reliability.

www.agcocorp.com

Genuine Starts Here.

AGCO Australia
615 Somerville Rd 
Sunshine West VIC, 3020 
Australia


